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CRUISING THE AMAZON/RIO NEGRO EXPEDITION STYLE
by Art Sbarsky
After an early-morning, short walk from my
pre-cruise Manaus hotel through a semi-jungle
path and set of steps, we had our first look at the
NatureTours boat, Motor Yacht Tucano I. First
reaction: attractive/cute but small. Then we had
to take an outboard-motor canoe from the dock
to the boat itself. The Monty Python phrase “and
now for something completely different” came to
mind immediately. And, for the next six nights,
that’s exactly what it was. This was an expedition
cruise that for me defined the very nature of this
type of cruising.
The boat has only eight cabins; thus, it carries
a maximum of 16 guests. But the guides said
their sweet-spot in terms of the experience was
about 11-12. We had seven. We were supposed to
have nine but one couple from the UK missed
their Heathrow connection and didn’t show up.
This was partially because they did not come in
with any cushion time and, more importantly,
since there were no ports along the way, there
was no way for them to catch up. So, we had a
pair of brothers from the USA, a couple from the
south of England, single female guests from
NYC and Germany and me. All were from their
mid-sixties up through the mid-seventies. Two
commonalties had to be their interest in
Amazonian nature, both flora and fauna, and the
ability to take advantage of the different types of
excursions made available.
Our luggage came to the boat in a separate
canoe and was delivered to our rooms which, not
surprisingly, were quite small, ranging from a
low of 80 square feet to the humongous (kidding)
size of 114 square feet. After getting over the
shock (I was in one of the smaller rooms) and
discovering there was no closet, just a bunch of
double hooks interspersed with the four
windows, and seven small open shelves, I started

unpacking. I did indeed find a place for
everything and since I packed everything they
recommended that I bring, I was pleasantly
surprised to find it all fit rather well, even
including the bathroom stuff. But it’s not
primitive; they do supply L’Occitane toiletries.
With my suitcase stowed away easily under the
bed, I made my way to the two primary (and
only) public rooms: the outside viewing/sitting
space and the wonderfully air-conditioned salon
which had multiple purposes, primarily dining
and attending a few talks about life on the river
and ashore. Yes, references to songs like Old
Man River and Rolling on the River were made
frequently. The two guides on the trip, who
handled a multitude of jobs like making sure we
were all treated exceptionally well to leading the
shore excursions gave us a rundown on how
things were going to work aboard.
Probably the most shocking to the group was
the realization of something we were told about
in pre-trip documents was actually true: there
would be times during the day when the electric
generators would be turned off and we would be
without electricity and that we would only have
hot water in our showers for a brief time each
day. I must admit, I’ve never been on any kind of
a cruise where that was part on the instructions,
either beforehand on upon boarding, but once
you get used to it, it’s part of the experience. The
electricity was turned off mostly during the times
when we went ashore so unless you stayed on
board, you really weren’t affected by it. Also, the
two shower heads in the cabins literally ran
either hot or cold but even the cold wasn’t
freezing. As can be imagined, much of what we
wore, especially during the jungle hikes, got
quite wet, from perspiration, not rain (we had
amazingly good weather all the way through).
You got used to washing stuff out via the
Continued on page 14
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EDITORIAL

first started out and many of our readers were
cruise novices, we saw Royal Caribbean as a
strong favorite with Carnival close behind.
Norwegian America Line slipped in a few years,
but RC was a strong favorite for the first 10 years
until our member’s started moving on up.
For the next 10 plus years Holland America
Line ships topped our lists with a new kid on the
block, Crystal Cruises starting to appear. And
another newcomer Regent, then Radisson Seven
Seas Cruises. So, we were moving up again to
more of the middle of the grouping of cruise
lines. Then for awhile Regent and Crystal took
turns ruling our list. Our Cadillacs and Lincolns.
In the last 10 years we have become very
diversified. Just recently we had an NCL ship win
the title and the next year the new Regent ship.
Totally different ships, style and clientele. And
another new comer has made strong inroads with
their popular ships, Oceania Cruises. While HAL
and Crystal still hold their own.
Our membership have evolved to a very
diversified group of travels. And I use the word
traveler rather than cruiser to describe us. At the
beginning the ship was the destination and a oneweek cruise around the Caribbean would suffice.
But now the destination and the itinerary are as
important as the ship and service. We have come
along way!

Last months Ship of the Year issue is always
an interesting issue to prepare. Besides learning
much about the ship, and their pros and cons, via
the cruise report cards that you, our members fill
out and send in, I learn much about our
membership.
Our good friend and noted ocean liner
historian Bill Miller often referred to the cruise
lines as being like automobile brands. With
people first buying Chevrolets or Fords, then as
they become more sophisticated and household
incomes increase, they move up to say Mercury
or Buicks and then finally to a Cadillac or
Lincoln Continental.
When you look over the years of winners for
our Ship of the Year you see a parallel. When we

CONTACT US
To contact us quickly and easily please email us at:
membership@wocls.org
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LOOKING BACK
A look at what was making news in Ocean & Cruise
News, Five, Ten, Fifteen and Twenty years ago.
Five Years Ago – March 2014.... Holland
America Line announced the addition of Australian
Chef Mark Best as the newest member of the line’s
esteemed Culinary Council....P&O Cruises
announces that its 143,000-ton newbuild Britannia
will sail on its first cruise on March 2015....Cunard
Line announces that it will celebrate its 175th
anniversary in 2015 with 17 special cruises and
corresponding events....RCCI announces that in
June 2015, Rhapsody of the Seas will mark Royal
Caribbean’s first time in the Black Sea.
Ten Years Ago – March 2009.... For the first time
ever, Carnival Cruise Lines announces that it will
operate a schedule of seven-day Alaska cruises
round-trip from Seattle beginning in May 2010
aboard
the
2,124-passenger
Carnival
Spirit....Disney Cruise Line announces that
construction has started in Germany on two new
ships currently scheduled to sail out of Port
Canaveral....Cunard announces that the Queen
Elizabeth's maiden 2010 season will consist of six
voyages, calling on 32 distinct ports in 18 countries,
her Maiden Voyage will depart from Cunard's
homeport of Southampton on October 12, 2010.
Fifteen Years Ago – March 2004.... Radisson
Seven Seas announces its first ever world cruise
next year aboard the Seven Seas Voyager, the 107night voyage sails from Los Angeles on January 5,
2005, calling at 44 ports in 27 nations on five
continents....Royal Olympia's Olympia Explorer has
been sold at auction in Los Angeles....Celebrity
Cruises announces that it is planning to rebuild its
mid-sized ships Horizon and Zenith during extended
drydocks in 2005....Norwegian Cruise Line
announces that the Norway will be sold and is not
expected to return to cruising.
.
Twenty Years Ago – March 1999.... Royal
Caribbean Cruise Lines announces the names of it’s
four newest ships. The second and third 142,000-ton
Eagle Class vessels will be named Explorer of the
Seas and Adventure of the Seas and the two 85,000ton Vantage-class ships will be named Radiance of
the Seas and Brilliance of the Seas

Luxury riverboat operator American Queen
Steamboat Company invites guests to enjoy the
magic of springtime onboard one of its three famed
paddlewheelers: American Queen, American
Duchess and American Empress. Guests will have
the opportunity to experience the unique landscapes
of the history-rich waterways and to participate in
distinctive shore excursions that blend unmatched
scenery with the history and culture of each iconic
destination.
American Queen Steamboat Company offers
the most inclusive river cruise experiences in North
America. Fares on Lower Mississippi River and
Columbia and Snake River voyages begin at $2,199
per person. All sailings include a one-night, prevoyage hotel stay, hop-on hop-off shore excursions
in all ports, wine and beer with dinner and a host of
other amenities.
For additional information and reservations,
please contact the American Queen Steamboat
Company at 888-749-5280, visit AQSC.com or call
a professional travel agent.

Oceania Cruises, the world’s leading culinary- and
destination-focused cruise line, presents a new twist
on America’s “Last Frontier” with a magnificent
array of uniquely Alaskan experiences. With more
ports to explore and more time to do so, Oceania
Cruises presents travelers with a distinctly different
Alaska. Sailing conveniently from San Francisco,
Seattle, Seward, and Vancouver, adventurous
travelers can sail for 7, 10, 11, 12, or 14 days on
itineraries that sail roundtrip from Seattle or
Vancouver or between Vancouver and Seward,
Seattle and Vancouver, San Francisco and
Vancouver, or Vancouver and Los Angeles.
Itineraries include a rich bounty of must-see
destinations blended with a bevy of off-the-beatenpath ports that larger ships cannot access such as
Haines, Kodiak, Prince Rupert, Wrangell, and
Nanaimo.
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Oceania Cruises’ unique itineraries blend more
ports and experiences and stay longer in port to
afford travelers the opportunity to see and do all that
they desire in this unique land of lore, nature, and
adventure. In most ports, Regatta arrives early
morning and almost always departs 6 pm or later,
sometimes departing as late as 11 pm. Voyages
include up to nine ports of call with almost all
departures calling on majestic Hubbard Glacier, and
with six 2020 departures visiting both Hubbard
Glacier and stunning College Fjord, which is home
to 20 awe-inspiring glaciers.
For more information about Oceania Cruises,
guests should call 855-OCEANIA (855-255-1440)
or contact their preferred travel advisor.

Luxury cruise line Cunard brings glamour to the
high seas with fashion icons Mark Badgley and
James Mischka, who will headline the brand’s fifth
annual Transatlantic Fashion Week Crossing on
flagship liner Queen Mary 2.
Badgley Mischka will launch their 2021 resort
collection in an exclusive runway show, the first
time a fashion collection has been launched on a
Cunard ship. In addition to the fashion show, Mark
Badgley and James Mischka, will also offer Q&As
with guests during the seven-night Transatlantic
Crossing, which departs Southampton, England on
May 24 and arrives in New York on May 31, 2020.
Additional fashion experts joining the voyage will
be announced at a later date.
Cunard is known for hosting fashionable
celebrities in their own right, from the days of
Elizabeth Taylor and Rita Hayworth, to Uma
Thurman and Carly Simon. Former headliners of
Transatlantic Fashion Week have included Julien
Macdonald, Virginia Bates, and Dame Zandra
Rhodes CBE. Headlining the upcoming 2019
voyage are royal milliner Stephen Jones OBE, shoe
maven Stuart Weitzman, and iconic American
model Pat Cleveland.

For more information about Cunard, or to book
a voyage, contact your Travel Advisor, call Cunard
at 1-800-728-6273 or visit www.cunard.com.

In 2020 Holland America Line's Amsterdam,
Zaandam and Zuiderdam will transport guests to the
stunning coastlines and historic cities of Canada and
New England on more than 40 cruises. Sailing one of
the most robust seasons in the industry between April
and October, guests can select from among 10
itineraries ranging from six to 14 days.
Beginning in April, Amsterdam, Zaandam and
Zuiderdam sail a diverse collection of six-, seven-,
eight-, 10-, 11- and 14-day cruises departing from
Boston; Fort Lauderdale, Florida; New York City,
New York; and Montréal and Québec City, Québec,
in Canada. The cruises will feature calls at some of
the region’s most iconic destinations, including
Canada’s Charlottetown, Sydney and Halifax, as
well as Bar Harbor, Maine.
Cruise fares for the seven-day Canada & New
England Discovery cruises begin at $799; fares for
the 10-day Colors of Canada & New England cruises
begin at $1,399; fares for the 11-day Atlantic Coast
cruises begin at $999; and fares for the 14-day
Atlantic Coast cruise begin at $1,799; all per person,
double occupancy.
For more information about Holland America
Line, consult a professional travel agent, call 1-877SAIL
HAL
(877-724-5425)
or
visit
hollandamerica.com

Norwegian Cruise Line, the innovator in cruise
travel, offers guests a chance to escape the winter
blues with three-to seven-day vacations to the
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Bahamas, Bermuda, Caribbean and Cuba as well as
an exclusive Runaway To Paradise experience with
Grammy Award-winner Jon Bon Jovi. With stressfree planning, flexibility to design a vacation that
meets just about any budget and expectation, and the
opportunity to experience multiple destinations,
cruising is the ideal option for this spring break.
For the ultimate spring break vacation,
Norwegian Cruise Line will host Rock and Roll Hall
of Fame Inductee and Grammy® Award-winner Jon
Bon Jovi’s Runaway To Paradise cruise, in
partnership with Sixthman and Runaway Tours,
creators and leaders of world-class intimate artists
experiences.
Sailing from Miami on Norwegian Jade on April
12, 2019, guests will enjoy a three-day cruise to
Nassau, Bahamas and an immersive experience
which includes a full rock show starring the worldrenowned music artist himself and the 11-piece
Kings of Suburbia bands; a second acoustic
storyteller set during which cruisers can ask Jon all
of their burning questions; multiple shows from
support artists; panels with key figures from Bon
Jovi’s storied history; and much more. A second
sailing is available on Norwegian Pearl from
Barcelona to Palma, Majorca, Spain on August 26,
2019.
For more information or to book a cruise, please
contact a travel professional, call 888-NCL-CRUISE
(625-2784) or visit www.ncl.com.

highest space ratios and staff-to-guest ratios in the
cruise industry. She features the Regent Suite, which
will be the largest suite constructed on a luxury
cruise ship with more than 3,000 square-feet of
interior accommodations and a 1,300 square-foot
wraparound veranda, complete with an in-suite spa
retreat showcasing a personal sauna, steam room and
treatment area with unlimited spa treatments,
unobstructed 270-degree views over the ship’s bow
and a glass-enclosed solarium sitting area on top of
the Bridge for a Captain’s view.
A limited number of suites are available for
sailings during Seven Seas Splendor’s inaugural
season. To learn more, please visit www.RSSC.com,
call 1-844-4REGENT (1-844-473-4368) or contact a
professional travel advisor.

Seabourn, the world’s finest ultra-luxury travel
experience, announced today that it will name its
first new ultra-luxury purpose-built expedition ship
Seabourn Venture, paying tribute to the
remote destinations visited by the brand’s highly
successful expedition and Ventures by Seabourn
excursion programs and the fascinating places yet to
be explored in the future.
Seabourn Venture is scheduled to launch in June
2021, with a second yet-to-be-named sister ship
slated to launch in May 2022. Both ships will be
designed and built for diverse environments to PC6
Polar Class standards and will include a plethora of
modern hardware and technology that will extend
the ships global deployment and capabilities.

Regent Seven Seas Cruises®, the leading luxury
ocean cruise line, today announced that Captain
Serena Melani will helm the cruise line’s newest
ship, Seven Seas Splendor, making her the first
woman in cruise industry history to captain a new
ocean cruise ship at launch. At approximately
55,000 gross-registered tons and carrying only 750
guests, Seven Seas Splendor will boast one of the

Specific details about itineraries and booking
availability will be released in Spring 2019. The first
ship is currently planned to sail in the Arctic in late
summer 2021, with a full summer season in
Antarctica to follow. To learn more about Seabourn
or to request a brochure, contact a travel professional,
call Seabourn at 1-800-929-9391, or visit
www.seabourn.com
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SHIP OF THE MONTH: SEVEN SEAS EXPLORER
by Tom Cassidy
Before the Seven Seas Explorer was even
launched Regent Seven Seas was calling it the
"Most Luxurious Ship Ever Built." That is a bold
statement in today’s ultra-luxury cruising
market. But then luxury means different things to
different people but the new Seven Seas Explorer
must be doing something right as ever since she
entered service she has been extremely popular
with World Ocean & Cruise Liner Society
members and even won the coveted “Ship of the
Year”Award as voted by our members in 2017.
This past January I was fortunate to sail
aboard the Explorer to find out for myself what
her appeal is to so many WOCLS members.
THE LINE – Regent Seven Seas Cruises began
life as Radisson Seven Seas on New Year’s Day
1995 as a joint venture between Carlson
Hospitality Worldwide (of Regent and Radisson
hotel chain fame) and Seven Seas, a company
marketing the popular Song of Flower. In 1999,

Seven Seas Explorer

Radisson Seven Seas put together a joint venture
with V-Ships in order to launch three new ships:
Navigator in 1999, the Mariner in 2001 and, in
2003 the Voyager. At this time the very popular
Song of Flower was retired. Over the years
Radisson/Regent Seven Seas Cruises have also
operated the popular twin-hulled Radisson
Diamond and the Paul Gauguin.
By 2006, Radisson’s trio of new ships had
gained a very loyal following, when they decided
to institute a name change to Regent Seven Seas.
A year later in December 2007, it was announced
that Carlson had sold Regent to Apollo
Management L.P. for their Prestige Cruise
Holdings division. Apollo Investments also
owned Oceania Cruises and 50% of Norwegian
Cruise Line. Carlson retained ownership of the
Regent brand, along with the operations of
Regent Hotels & Resorts around the world.
Regent Seven Seas Cruises and Oceania

Photo Courtesy of Regent Seven Seas Cruises
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Cruises were placed under the ownership of
Prestige Cruise Holdings, Inc. (PCH), a
corporation controlled by Apollo which managed
certain cruise portfolio assets of Apollo. NCL
Corporation remained a separate holding outside
of PCH. In 2014 Norwegian Cruise Line
Holdings Ltd. announced it had entered into a
definitive agreement to acquire Prestige Cruises
International, Inc. (“Prestige”), parent company
of Oceania Cruises and Regent Seven Seas
Cruises. This deal combined one of the world's
biggest mass-market cruise lines with two
leaders of the upscale side of the cruise market.
In July 2017 Regent added the new, all
balcony, all suite, super luxurious Seven Seas
Explorer to the fleet. A sister, the Seven Seas
Splendor, is scheduled to join the Regent fleet in
2020. This January it was announced that a third
sister ship had been ordered and is scheduled to
enter service in 2023.
THE SHIP – The stylish and gleaming white
Regent Seven Seas Explorer, is Regent’s first
new ship in 13 years and the largest ship in the
fleet. She is 55,254 gross tons, carries 750
guests in 375 suites (all with private balconies),
and boasts a crew complement of 551. Thus, the
guest to crew ratio is 1.4 and the space ratio is
74. Both figures put the ship squarely at the
upper-most pinnacle of the cruise industry. The
ship interiors are beautiful with a very classy and
rich color pattern and a great sense of
spaciousness. It’s a warm environment with lots
of truly comfortable and cozy public areas not
found on most new ships today. She has the
overall feel of an upscale European boutique
hotel.
The ship features more than an acre of granite
and an acre of marble, almost 500 chandeliers
and some 2,500 pieces of art, including works by
masters such as Pablo Picasso and Marc Chagall.
Her suites feature stunning marble and stone
details in their bathrooms and on surfaces of
desks and bars. The ship appears as if it was built
for a Princess and maybe she was. The ship’s
godmother is Charlene, Princess of Monaco,
who christened her at a ceremony held in
Monaco on July 13, 2016.

Deck 4 is the lowest passenger deck aboard
the Explorer. Forward on this deck is the main
level of the Constellation Theater, the ships main
showroom. It is a two-tiered theatre capable of
seating 694 guests at a time. The Constellation
Theater is decorated with hand-blown Murano
glass lamps crafted in Italy and has comfortable
seating with small tables for drinks. Heading aft,
towards the atrium, are boutique shops on either
side. The soaring atrium makes a powerful first
impression. It has a huge crystal chandelier
hanging over a dramatic curved double staircase
and marble floor. The room itself has clean,
stylish lines. Off the atrium is the sophisticated
Explorer Lounge, perfect for before and after
dinner and show drinks plus a proper dance floor
and intimate stage for live entertainment.
Opposite the Explorer Lounge is the ship casino.
Mid-ship is Compass Rose the elegant main
dining room, an exceptionally spacious venue
featuring a massive sparkling-blue Murano glass
ceiling installation. Tables are set with custommade Versace plates. Up until seeing this room I
always felt the most impressive stylish dining
rooms at sea graced Oceania’s Marina and
Riviera, now I’m not sure.
Deck 5 contains the balcony of the
Constellation Theatre forward and the second
level of the spacious atrium flanked by the
Reception and Concierge areas as well as the
Destinations Services and Cruise Consultant. All
are conveniently located within steps of one
another. Continuing aft we pass the cozy Café
and Coffee Bar opposite the classy Meridian
Lounge also with a proper dance floor and stage.
Both this lounge and the Explorer a deck below
offer an intimate feel with full walls and doors to
close in their entertainment, maintain a secluded
atmosphere, and keep noises from other venues
out. Both are rooms you can relax in, enjoy a
drink and share a good conversation. Hard to
find on many of today’s ships.
Further aft is the Pacific Rim restaurant with
its nearly 6,000-pound, bronze-cast prayer
wheel, a floor-to-ceiling art piece inspired by
traditional Tibetan Buddhist prayer wheels.
Passengers walk past it to enter the restaurant,
which is decorated in olive green and gray, with
dark wood and touches of brass throughout. Next
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you encounter the Canyon Ranch Spa Club and
the fitness center. The on-board Canyon Ranch
Spa is perhaps the most generously appointed
wellness area to be found on the high seas. With
eight fully-equipped treatment room and a
stunning outdoor infinity plunge pool overlooking
the stern. A second level to both is on deck 6. The
remainder of decks 6 plus the complete Decks 7,
8 and 9 contain all suites.

Regent Suite commanding the entire forward
section of this deck.

THE CRUISE – The cruise was appropriately
named “Safari to Samba” as it was a crossing of
the South Atlantic Ocean from Cape Town, South
Africa to Rio de Janeiro, Brazil with a few other
exotic ports of call in-between. Regent did an
excellent job of arranging my air from my home to
London and then on to Cape Town. Long flying
Deck 10 is mostly suites forward with the dual time but well worth the time as Cape Town and the
restaurants: Prime 7 - the sophisticated entire cruise aboard the Explorer were amazing.
steakhouse, and Chartreuse - the classic French
restaurant on either side at the stern with the
I had booked the ‘Winelands & Wildlife” 4intimate private restaurant for the Regent Suite day 3-night pre-cruise package that I would highly
passengers sandwiched between them. They share recommend, especially if you have not been to
fantastic views over the ship’s stern. One item that South Africa before. In those days it takes you to
caught my eye on Deck 10 were the black and Boulder Beach to see the African Penguin Colony,
white photos of classic ocean liners and ship- and to explore the oak-lined streets and Cape
board life that line the suite passage ways. Dutch architecture of charming towns such as
Another deck had classic cars. Nice clean black Paarl and Stellenbosch. You enjoy a wine tasting
and white photos mixed in with the Picassos and and picnic at a local estate in the wine country and
Chagall.
take part in a hosted game drive through one of
Africa’s pristine wildlife reserves, where you will
Deck 11 forward has the spacious Observation have the chance to see many African animals in
Lounge. Stylishly detailed and with a their natural habitat. South Africa in a nutshell and
commanding view out over the ships bow. Then very well done with great tour guides who stay
on one side you have the card room and with you for the entire 4 day stay, Deluxe hotel
Connoisseur Club which is a classic cigar bar and and state of the art tour buses, not always easy to
one of only two locations where smoking is supply in Africa.
allowed on the Explorer. The other being a small
outdoor section by the center pool. On the other
On day 1 of the cruise we boarded the
side of the ship is the very well stocked library and Explorer after a morning tour down to the Cape of
the Culinary Arts Kitchen. This concept is from Good Hope. The boarding at the Cape Town
sister brand Oceania, but one major difference is Cruise Terminal went quickly and we were aboard
that instead of sharing stations, eighteen the ship, from tour bus to ship in less than a half
participants get their own preparation station hour. The suites however were not ready, so I went
aboard the Explorer. This also means that the up to the La Veranda for an elegant buffet-style
classes close out quickly, be advised.
lunch and a refreshing complementary glass of
wine, as all drinks are aboard Regent ships. The
Also on Deck 11 is the pool area with heated service was flawless. My suite was ready for
swimming pool and amble chase lounges in both occupancy within an hour and I had time to
sun and shade which are well cared after by a unpack and unwind before the boat drill. We
diligent staff. There is also a pool bar, the pool sailed out of Cape Town at sunset with the sun
grill, two whirlpools and the second smoking area reflecting beautifully off Table Top mountain.
on the ship. No smoking restrictions are strictly
enforced. Aft is La Veranda/Sette Mari. Deck 12
The next day was a sea day to get acquainted
has suites forward and the jogging track as well as with the ship before our first port of call. The
an aft recreation area with shuffleboard, Bocce following morning, we anchored at Luderitz,
court and Miniature Golf. Deck 14 (there is no Namibia for the day. Here I decided to go on one
Deck 13) contains suites forward and the ultimate of the included tours, the 2-1/2-hour walking tour
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of Lüderitz. It was interesting. The guide was very
knowledgeable and included visits to the Luderitz
Museum, a church and historic mansion. Beyond
that there is not all that much to see in Luderitz.
Other tours took you to the Wild Horses in the
Namib desert for $99 or a local ghost town for
free.
Mid-morning the next day we were docked at
the port of Walvis Bay also in Nambiar were we
would spend the night. Here a tour is almost a
necessity as we were docked in the very industrial
port area with no town within walking distance.
Here you could select a Township Tour or Birding
Tour for free, but I opted for the 5-hour tour to the
historic town of Swakopmund which also
included a visit to the impressive sand dunes all
for $79.00. As I said we overnighted here, but I
doubt anyone went ashore as there was nothing
within walking distance and no evening tours
scheduled. We sailed at noon the following day.
Then had two relaxing sea days till we reached
Jamestown, St. Helena.

and extra cost tours available. Disembarkation
was seamless and one just walked from cabin to
pier to retrieve luggage and into a taxi or bus to
head to the airport without any delays.
PUBLIC ROOMS & ACTIVITIES – Regent
has come a long way in the last five years
regarding entertainment and activates aboard their
fleet. On this Explorer cruise the entertainment
was outstanding, as good as, and better than most
cruise lines I have been on. For activities, there
was just not enough time in the day.
I have previously mentioned that the Explorer
has 3 real classic lounges. By this I mean classic
standalone venues set apart by their own
distinctive and stylish décor, some of the
friendliest and best bar tenders and staff at sea,
real dance floors and stages for entertainment.
Every evening there was pre-and-post dinner live
music and dancing in the Explorer, Meridian and
Observation Lounges. Pre from about 6 to 7:30pm
depending on room and after dinner from 10pm
till midnight depending on room. A DJ is in the
Explorer Lounge into the wee hours. An amazing
selection for the size of the ship. These room also
acts as the location of daytime events such as
trivia, bingo, charades demonstrations and just for
relaxing and reading or having conversation with
new friends.

St Helena is a tiny, very isolated island, a
territory of the United Kingdom just about
midway between Africa and South America. We
anchored and used ships tenders back and forth to
the port and capital of Jamestown. I enjoyed the 3hour Island Highlights tour that was free. St.
Helena’s claim to fame is that Napoleon was
exiled here and died here so one visits his home
"The Regent Signature Orchestra," the cruise
and grave. We pulled up anchor and sailed line's nine-piece orchestra aboard each of the four
towards Rio at 6pm.
ships, is to the best of my knowledge the largest
aboard any luxury cruise line. In addition to
It should be noted that in these lesser African lending concert-quality musical support to each of
ports and on tiny St. Helena the tourist business is the production shows on board, the orchestra
not like those in larger destinations. The buses are provides intimate performances as a smaller
old and tour guides not as learned, no fault of group at other times aboard the ships. They
Regent just a fact of life so that when our bus in typical play evenings in the Meridian Lounge
St. Helena overheated on the way back to the ship aboard the Explorer.
it was not totally unexpected. You need to be
prepared to roll with the punches.
The main showroom is the Constellation
Theater where every evening at 9:30 there is
Now we had 5 wonderful sea days crossing outstanding entertainment. One show a night as
the South Atlantic, heading to Rio De Janeiro. the room can seat just about the entire passenger
Docking in Rio early morning on the 13th day of complement. The Seven Seas Explorer’s
our cruise. We overnighted in Rio offering an Production Cast is a very talented ensemble of 6
evening to enjoy Rio’s nightlife before men and 6 women. Every other night they would
disembarking the ship the following morning. provide an elaborate show and on alternate nights
During our day in Rio there were a variety of free there would be solo entertainment such as a
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comedian, guitarist or pianist. All top quality. On
a few days, there were pre-dinner shows at
6:15pm usually with one of the soloist talents.
This would be in addition to the 9:15 show. This
room also hosts the Captain’s Welcome reception
and daytime lectures and movies.
Another exciting and unexpected venue is the
atrium for “Dancing Under the Chandelier” after
the evening show on certain nights. The atrium,
under the chandelier, was also used for daytime
events such as sport competitions against the
officers, like bowling and ring toss. It is great the
way that the ships officers partake in so many
events such as the fun Country Fair held on deck
during one sea day. They are always out and
about with the passengers.
For solo traveler’s Regent goes out of their
way to make you feel welcome and included.
Every evening a social hostess, welcomes single
travelers for pre-dinner drinks in the Observation
Lounge which leads to meeting table mates for
dinner. Similar hosted breakfasts and coffee
socials are hosted as well as champagne by the
pool and lunches. Dining Room Manager Maria
Tancredi goes above and beyond checking up on
singles and setting up congenial tablemates. I
traveled solo on this trip and have never felt more
welcome and included as on the Seven Seas
Explorer.
Be sure to check out each day’s activities in
Passages which is delivered to your room each
evening. It is well laid out and easy to read and
full of interesting information as well as the ship
daily activates. You will find the next day’s issue
on your bed with a mint each evening.

as the all-inclusive beverage program including
soft drinks, hot beverages and select wines and
spirits served throughout the ship and a stocked
bar with your favorite spirits within your suite.
Recently, Regent has included free wireless
internet and shore excursions. Cruises also
include economy-class airfare for domestic flights
and business-class airfare for intercontinental
flights for U.S. passengers. Depending on suite
category booked, items such as flight upgrades,
hotel stays and transfers to the port might are
included.
SUITES – There are no cabins or staterooms on
the Seven Seas Explorer, it is all suites and some
incredible suites at that. They are all beautifully
designed and feature some of the largest balconies
in the industry. They break down into nine types
of rooms, the range is from 307 square feet to
2,108 (figures include balconies). Most of the
rooms are in the 361-464 square foot range and
would satisfy virtually anyone looking for a
luxury cruise.
All suites feature quiet-closing drawers, doors
and even toilets; refrigerated mini-bars restocked
daily with water, soda and beer. Passengers
staying in Penthouse Suites and above have wet
bars, fully stocked with bottles of alcohol. Also
included are two European Elite Slumber twin
beds that can be combined to create a queen or
king bed (depending on category), two
nightstands, a walk-in closet (excluding the
smallest suites), desk/vanity, seating area,
balcony, flat-screen TV with movies on demand,
safe, hair dryer, bathrobe, slippers and phone.
Bathrooms are marble and stone, and most
include bathtubs and showers, as well as bottles of
shower gel, shampoo, conditioner and lotions.
Passengers staying in Veranda, Deluxe Veranda,
Superior and Concierge suites will have
L'Occitane amenities while those in Penthouse
and above have Guerlain amenities in addition to
the L'Occitane.

Typical Regent passengers appear to be 60+
years of age, affluent and very well-traveled.
There are many veteran RSSC cruisers aboard
most sailings as Regent has an extremely loyal
following. The dress code is Elegant Casual
which includes skirt, or slacks (no jeans) with
blouse or sweater, pant suit or dress for ladies;
Veranda Suite: Measuring 219 square feet
slacks (no jeans) and collared shirt for gentlemen. with 88-square-foot balconies. This is the entrySport jackets are optional. Cruises of 15 nights or level category, and it features a bedroom and
more include a formal night or two.
living area, separated by a curtain. The living area
includes a couch, small table, lighted desk/vanity
All onboard gratuities are included and as well and shelving unit. Bathrooms feature marble sinks
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and walk-in showers with rainfall showerheads. bathroom cabins include an enormous living
This is the only cabin category that doesn't room., The master bathroom includes a large
include a walk-in closet.
jetted tub and separate shower with oversized
rainfall showerhead. It also includes dual sinks.
Deluxe Veranda Suite: Measure 253 square The second bathroom has a shower, toilet and
feet, with balconies that are 55 to 88 square feet, single sink. Passengers staying in the Explorer
depending on location on the ship. Living areas Suite and above receive personalized in-suite full
are separated from bedrooms by curtains. liquor setups and guaranteed reservations each
Bathrooms are slightly larger than those in night in the ship's specialty restaurants.
Veranda Suites and include large showers and
marble detailing.
Grand Suite: Ranging from 854 to 920 square
feet these suites offer incredible spacious
Superior Suite: Measuring 332 square feet, balconies, which fall between 732 and 916 square
with balconies that run 83 square feet, Explorer's feet. Inside, the cabin features one bedroom and
88 Superior Suites. Each bathroom includes two full bathrooms as well as a large living room.
separate shower and bathtub and dual sinks.
The master bathroom has a large, jetted tub and
oversized shower (that has a view of the balcony
Concierge Suite: The largest category of suites and sea beyond), along with dual sinks. The
on Seven Seas Explorer, they are virtually second bathroom features a walk-in shower and
identical to Superior Suites except that their single sink. Passengers in the Grand suite get free
balconies are larger at 132 square feet. Passengers unlimited laundry service.
who book a Concierge Suites or above get one
free night at a pre-cruise hotel as well as ground
Master Suite: These suites are located at the
transfers, breakfast and portage fees. They also back of the ship on decks 8 and 9. They're 1,064
get priority online shore excursion and dining to 1,114 square feet and include balconies that
reservations and in-cabin binoculars, espresso measure 831 to 994 square feet. Each Master
makers and cashmere blankets
Suite has two bedrooms and two bathrooms as
well as a large living room containing a baby
Penthouse Suite: Measuring 450 square feet grand Yamaha piano. And in the master bedrooms
and featuring balconies that run between 111 and a TV pops up (and down) from a console at the
176 square feet. Penthouse suites feature one foot of the bed. The balcony wraps around the
bedroom separated from the living room by a corner of the deck and features a large dining table
partial wall. They also have one or one-and-a- with seating for six, several loungers, chairs and
half-bathrooms, depending on category within the tables. Passengers in the Master suite also get free
Penthouse Suite level. Bathrooms include dual unlimited valet laundry service.
sinks and huge, glass-enclosed showers. There are
no bathtubs.
Regent Suite: For $5,000 per person per day,
you can reserve the ship's top suite, which is 2,917
Seven Seas Suite: Seven Seas Explorers' 16 square feet. The two-bedroom, two-and-a-halfSeven Seas Suites feature one bedroom and one or bathroom suite includes spectacularly appointed
one-and-a-half bathrooms, depending on the including two original Picasso paintings. The
cabin category (SS1 or SS2). Cabins are 577 to suite features a huge living area, a dining table for
655 square feet, depending on the location on the six, a $250,000 Steinway piano, wet bar with
ship, and balconies are 166 to 263 square feet. stools and floor-to-ceiling windows. It also has a
Bedrooms are completely separated from living glass-enclosed seating area, which the line calls
rooms. The main bathroom includes raised dual the Vista Garden offering panoramic views of the
sinks, and a separate shower and jetted bathtub.
sea. Among other highlights, the master bedroom
has a Savoir horse hair mattress, which cost
Explorer Suite: Measuring between 1,000 and $90,000 and the linens cost an additional $60,000.
1,013 square feet they have balconies that run 277 The master bathroom doubles as a spa, with two
to 336 square feet. These one-bedroom, two- heated ceramic lounge chairs as well as a personal
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sauna within. Unlimited in-suite spa treatments
are included. Passengers staying in the Regent
Suite also get additional perks like unlimited
laundry and pressing, a personal car and guide
for use in all ports, private transfers from their
home to the airport and back again and first-class
airfare on all domestic flights (and business on
all intercontinental flights). The Regent Suite is
the only way to travel!
SERVICE & CREW – The Explorer guest
experience is very personal thanks to its friendly
yet very professional crew. Most of the staff
quickly learn your name and preferences almost
from day one. Without exception, the ship’s
international staff was helpful, intuitive, warm,
courteous and sincere. The crew from the
Captain to deck staff go above and beyond what
is required. I had sailed with Captain Serena
Milani before and find her very professional,
friendly and approachable. She often greets
passengers returning from tours and was very
visible and sociable about the ship. It was
recently announced that she would be appointed
to serve as the Master of Seven Seas Splendor,
making her cruising's first woman to command a
new cruise ship at its launch. She is the perfect
choice.
General Manager Massimo Arzani is familiar
to many WOCLS members from his service
aboard Oceania and Regent ships. Massimo runs
a very efficient and happy ship and his love of
service and the ship is obvious, and Dining
Room Manager Maria Tancredi went above and
beyond to make sure all guests were well taken
care of in all the dining venues. Especially the
single travelers which is very welcome.
The crew is multi-national and provides
excellent and distinct service, meeting and
exceeding the needs and demands of the
passengers 24 hours a day. Yet they are never
obvious, everything is just done right.
FOOD & DINING – The Seven Seas Explorer
offers eight dining venues that range from the
casual Pool Grill to Asian menu at Pacific Rim to
the elegant Compass Rose main dining room. On
the entire Regent fleet all specialty dining is
included in the cruise fare.

The ship's main dining room, Compass Rose
is a beautifully decorated room just off the ship's
atrium. It's decorated with an ocean theme with a
mix of sea blues, white and light grays with
columns decorated in mother of pearl and an
impressive blue crystal-and-glass chandelier
above, surrounded by smaller amber chandeliers
that are sprinkled throughout the dining room.
Most of the tables seat two or four, though
several can accommodate larger parties. Dining
here is open, with no set seating.
Breakfast is served here daily from 8 to
9:30am and on Sundays you have Regent’s
famous Champagne and caviar breakfast. I was
surprised that this room is not open for lunch but
instead you have a choice between either
Chartreuse or Prime 7 for a sit-down afternoon
meal, plus La Veranda and the Pool Grill. This
works out splendidly. At night, Compass Rose
serves a multicourse dinner from 6:30 to 9:30pm.
One side of the extensive dinner menu features
always-available appetizers, categorized by fish
and seafood, meat and soups and salads. That is
followed by a list of 13 meats and seafood
including lobster tail, a variety of steaks, lamb
chops and veal that diners can mix and match
with a list of sauces, sides and pasta. On the right
side of the menu are the specials, which change
daily.
Menus also identify a "balanced selection"
option: a three-course meal that is lower in
calories and fat and a tasting menu, called the
Executive Chef's Menu Degustation, is available
each night as well and includes a perfectly
portioned six-course menu. All followed by an
amazing variety of desserts. Service is
impeccable and the atmosphere can not be
matched in any other dining room at sea. The
Explorer’s Compose Rose dinner menu surely
offers the most available options of any ship at
sea by offering so many ways to have different
main courses prepared as well as individual
items
and
a
multi-course
chef’s
recommendation.
Pacific Rim is a new concept for Regent.
Specific items are from, as the name implies,
along the Pacific rim. Japanese, Chinese, Thai,
Korean and Vietnamese selections are offered,
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and it is heavily seafood oriented. The restaurant
is only open for dinner with seating available in
tables of two and four, as well as a couple of
larger tables. Ask for a table next to the window
for spectacular views. The wait staff is all woman
and very professional and friendly. Dinner menus
are the same each night and reservations are
recommended. Dinner is served from 6:30 to
9:00pm with the same hours in all the specialty
restaurants.
Chartreuse, while not a totally new concept, is
an updated variation of Signatures the classic
French a la carte restaurant on other Regent ships.
Chartreuse offers French favorites with a modern
twist. Dinner menus are the same each night and
reservations are recommended. Chartreuse is
open for lunch every sea day and every other port
day alternating with Prime 7, noon to 1:30pm. The
basic lunch menu is the same each day, with the
addition of several daily specials. The restaurant
is mostly tables for two or four; with a few tables
available for larger parties and the restaurant also
features banquette seating. The food is
outstanding as is the service and Chartreuse is a
true piece of France at sea.
Prime 7 is one of the best steakhouses at sea.
The steaks are perfectly prepared, and the meat is
top quality. Beef is front and center here, but the
seafood is also excellent, as is the lamb and pork.
Dinner menus are the same each night and
reservations are recommended. Prime 7 is also
open for lunch every sea day and every other port
day alternating with Chartreuse, noon to 1:30pm.
The lunch menu is the same each day, though
daily specials are offered. The restaurant is mostly
tables for two or four; with a few tables available
for larger parties and the restaurant also features
banquette seating. As a result of the superb food
and service, Prime 7 is the most popular specialty
restaurant onboard all Regent ships.

La Veranda is the ship's buffet, serving
breakfast and lunch each day. Located at the very
back of the ship it offers indoor and alfresco
dining. Most of the tables indoors and out seat two
or four. Tables for larger parties are mostly located
outside. While most of the food is self-serve,
waiters and waitresses are attentive and provide
prompt service when needed. Every Sunday, a
Champagne and caviar breakfast is served,
Evenings La Veranda turns into Sette Mari, a
place where you'll find your favorite Italian fare
and some expertly paired wines. Skilled chefs and
impressive wait staff add to the ambiance of this
dinner only restaurant. Menu options vary each
night, though some items will repeat. The
restaurant has the feel of a sit-down venue, and
you'll have a waiter who will take your order for
pasta and "second plate" courses. Desserts are
served buffet style. No reservations are required,
and it is open from 6:30 to 9pm. Try for an
outdoor table complete with candle lite and dinner
under the stars.
The Pool Grill serves breakfast and lunch each
day, and much of the food served here duplicates
what is served inside at La Veranda. At lunch,
passengers are treated to regional specialties and
offered a set menu for lunch, which is the same
every day. It includes burgers, minute steak, pizza,
wraps, Cuban sandwich and chicken wings and a
choice of fries. It is also open for casual dinner
enjoyment. A casual dinner is also served here
from 6 to 9pm.

Food isn't confined only to restaurants. The
Cafe is a casual venue, with a bar that serves a
variety of teas and coffees, cappuccinos, lattes and
espressos as well as continental breakfast and
snacks buffet-style throughout the day. It's a busy
spot, especially mid-morning and on sea days.
White-gloved afternoon tea service is offered
every day at 4 p.m. in the Observation Lounge.
Tucked away aft between Prime 7 and On sea days a theme such as cupcakes,
Chartreuse is a private dining room, available for cheesecake or crepes is offered.
dinner by reservation to those in the top suites
onboard. For those lucky few they can host a
Seven Seas Explorer’s room service is
dinner party for 10 or 12 choosing from either the available from a set menu 24 hours a day. The
Prime 7 or Chartreuse menu. Very intimate and room service menu selection is extensive and at
exclusive.
dinner you can also order a multicourse room
service dinner from the Compass Rose menu. You
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pick the items from that night's menu, any and all
items and a waiter will serve you in your cabin,
one course at a time, either on your balcony or on
your inside table. Room service for all meals is
served on a white tablecloth, and your waiter will
setup the plates and silverware for you, and then
remove your tray and dishes when you're done.
Breakfast overlooking the sea on your large
balcony or a moonlit dinner is an experience not
to be missed
CONCLUSION – Regent has done a
tremendous job of finding ways over the last
number of years to constantly improve and
cement their status at the top end of the ever
changing luxury category. Their all-inclusive
pricing policy, including alternative restaurants,
beverages (expect of course the very top end of
the wine and liquor categories) plus select shore
excursions and gratuities is absolutely suited to
this level of cruising.
With its over-the-top features and worldclass dining, Seven Seas Explorer delivers a
luxurious experience that feels like something
special. Whether the ship is the world's most
luxurious is a personal judgment call, but Seven
Seas Explorer makes a good case.
Continued from page 1
shower/sink and then hanging clothes up on the
hooks in the room or up on the outside deck
where there were clotheslines and pins for
hanging items up. It’s amazing how fast
everything dried once the ship was underway and
a very nice, soothing breeze was blowing. Only
during the day when the ship wasn’t moving did
the heat have an impact.
Shortly after our shipboard orientation,
which doesn’t take long with limited space and
only seven guests and a crew of nine, we
weighed anchor and started cruising the Rio
Negro River, one of the major rivers that most
people referred to as an offshoot of the Amazon.
Anyone remotely interested in this cruise should
really study the Amazon and its side rivers, in
terms of the enormous scope as well as the
impact it has on the entire world.

While rolling on the river (I couldn’t resist)
the ship’s captain (open-bridge policy) kept us as
close to shore as possible. The Rio Negro is quite
wide, running about six miles across in various
places, but there were plenty of islands to scoot
past. So, the primary view was the very dark
water, hence the name, and an almostoverwhelming number of trees. And plenty of
birds but more on those later.

Tucano

Photo Courtesy of Naturetours.com

There were essentially three types of
excursions offered: Canoe trips at sunrise, late
afternoon and after dinner; kayaking for those
interested (only the two brothers took advantage
of those); and jungle walks. Everything was in
the one to two-and-a-half-hour range. Some of
the jungle walks were positioned as being more
strenuous than others and the seven of us could
choose which ones we wanted to join or none at
all. One day I skipped out completely and just
lazed around the boat reading and relaxing.
During the canoe trips (with comfy cushions for
the bench seats and seatbacks), the primary goal
was seeing nature up close, especially birds; we
saw more than three dozen species, in some
cases very close up. We also got to see various
pink and silver dolphins, tree snakes, treehugging sloths, squirrel monkeys and one night,
a baby caiman (think alligator) that the guide
was able to grab a hold of and show us really
close up. During the canoe tours, when the guide
shut off the motor and we just drifted with the
current it was possible to hear the amazing
sounds of the jungle. Occasionally the guide
took us so close into the vines and trees he had
to machete-chop our way out. But never felt in
any danger. We even got to go piranha fishing.
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The last day of the cruise we had four different
adventures: swimming in the Amazon at a beach
just outside of Manaus; cruising southbound past
Manaus where the black Rio Negro meets the
brown Amazon and the two colors run side-byside for nearly four miles before intermingling;
going up a side river where we really could see
what life on the river is like; and a walk around a
riverside farm. What an amazing way to live but
some of the houses did have satellite dishes.

“For us, the destinations should be remote and
naturally unspoiled areas and the vessel itinerary
has to be long enough to be able to explore into
these areas. Our cruises go far into a UNESCO
World Heritage Site over six full days, and we are
the only ship to do so. On our voyages much of
the experience of Amazon nature is off the vessel.
We have four and sometimes five excursions off
the vessel every day, each of which is one and a
half to two hours long. In very small groups, each
with a naturalist guide, our travelers go into the
Meals on board, breakfast, lunch and dinner wild forest in a true exploratory way.”
daily, were all buffets with a combination of
chicken, meat and fish along with rice, pasta,
“When our travelers are in the forest the group
soups, a wide range of veggies (cooked) with sizes are at most eight people with a guide. And
fruits and fruit juices. It wasn’t gourmet but it was our exploring sub-groups go different places so
healthy and offered plenty of both local and that one group does not disturb the other. Clearly
westernized options. The bar system is an honor good guides in all tourism experiences are crucial,
one: you take beer or soda from the fridge and tick but in expedition cruising it is especially
it off on the clipboard; wines were available by important that they have the deep training and
the bottle and quite reasonable.
experience in natural history and wildlife
observation.”
There were two talks on board: one was about
local fruits, virtually all of which we do not get in
“Our guides are staff members. We do not use
the USA, and the other was a guide telling us freelance guides because the dedication to
stories of his growing up in the jungle and understanding the complex environment and our
eventually moving to the big city of Manaus with particular way of exploration are essential to the
its population of about 2,000,000. On the last traveler experience. Our guides grew up in the
night, when we were sailing past Manaus as the forest and are deeply knowledgeable of and very
city lights came on, they brought on a very good deeply devoted to nature. They are the best. We
local guitar player while we sipped freshly made are able to offer travelers a still more thrilling,
caipirinhas (oh so yummy).
comfortable, safe, and completely authentic
experience deep in the greatest wilderness on
The final morning, we reversed the process, earth. This allows us to renew our 30-year love
took the walk back to the hotel and dispersed from affair with the Amazon and to share this passion
there. My trip included a city tour of Manaus, so I with our travelers.”
got to see what the city was like (not planning on
moving there) including its famous Opera House.
Along with their motto of “look and listen” I
That is one of the most amazing buildings I have think that sums it up very well.
ever seen. It was literally carved out of the jungle
before a “city” even existed; construction began
Naturally, this type of cruise is not for
in 1884 with every single part of it brought over everyone. But anyone with a sense of adventure
from Europe. It’s still operating with operas or that doesn’t need the bells and whistles of a
other performances taking place year-round.
traditional cruise ship, this would be a terrific
option.
I found out about NatureTours when I was
researching expedition cruises for my article on
Information on this very small company and
the subject in December. That’s when I exchanged its 4-night and 6-night itineraries can be found at
e-mails with their CEO to get his perspective on naturetours.com.
what they offer. Here’s some of what he told me.
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MONTHLY NOTES AND COMMENTS
Carnival Cruise Line today announced that it has
partnered with world-renowned chef and
restaurateur Emeril Lagasse on his first-ever
seagoing restaurant aboard Carnival's newest and
most innovative ship, Mardi Gras, setting sail in
summer 2020. Located in the heart of Mardi Gras'
French Quarter zone, Emeril's Bistro 1396 will
showcase the chef's signature dishes that earned him
the reputation as one of New Orleans' most
acclaimed and respected chefs.
Marking the first time in the cruise line's history,
Princess Cruises will introduce a new French
restaurant to North American guests. The debut of La
Mer by Three-Michelin Star Chef, Emmanuel
Renaut, onboard its next new cruise ship Sky
Princess, will arrive in Fort Lauderdale in December
2019 for an inaugural season of Caribbean cruises.
MSC Cruises officially welcomed the latest
addition to the Company's modern fleet MSC
Bellissima. The Company's new flagship was named
in a glamourous and traditional maritime Naming
Ceremony in the port of Southampton. A host of
stars, VIPs, key travel partners and international
media attended the event as well as top management
from MSC Cruises and its parent company MSC
Group. MSC Cruises' Godmother Sophia Loren
officially named her 14th ship, which is fitting since
the glamourous Hollywood legend is renowned for
her style and elegance.
In summer 2020, Disney Cruise Line will
embark on a variety of itineraries around the world,
including a long-awaited return to Greece and the
addition of five first-time ports of call in Europe.
Along with an expanded European season aboard
the Disney Magic, adventures will continue across
the fleet with sailings to Alaska, the Caribbean and
Bahamas. After a five-year hiatus, the Disney Magic
will return to Greece in summer 2020 as part of three
special Mediterranean voyages departing from
Rome.
Princess Cruises announced that MedallionNet,
the best WiFi at sea, will soon be enjoyed by guests
sailing on more than half of its fleet. To meet surging
demand from guests, Princess will continue its swift
expansion of MedallionNet to add the service on

additional ships by the end of 2019. Considered a
breakthrough in the vacation industry and recently
honored with a CES® 2019 Innovation Award, the
OceanMedallion is complimentary for all guests and
features leading-edge technology that delivers
personalized service through enhanced guest-crew
interactions, eliminates friction points and enables
interactive entertainment.
Cunard has announced the team of designers
recruited to create the interiors for its eagerly
anticipated new ship set to launch in 2022. Working
in concert with the project's Creative Director, Adam
D. Tihany, will be award-winning designers Simon
Rawlings of David Collins Studio, Terry
McGillicuddy of Richmond International and
Sybille de Margerie from her eponymous design
company. The new ship will be the 249th vessel to
sail under the Cunard flag and will bring the luxury
line's fleet up to four, for the first time since the
1980s.
Regent Seven Seas Cruises has announced that
Captain Serena Melani will helm the cruise line’s
newest ship, Seven Seas Splendor, making her the
first woman in cruise industry history to captain a
new ocean cruise ship at launch. After graduating
from Nautical College in 1993, she was one of only
a few females to hold roles of increasing
responsibilities on oil tankers, cargo and container
vessels. Captain Melani joined Regent in 2010 as a
Bridge Officer, then served as Navigation Officer,
Safety Officer and Staff Captain on Seven Seas
Voyager. She became the company’s first female
Master Captain in 2016 and has led Seven Seas
Explorer, Seven Seas Mariner and Seven Seas
Navigator during her tenure.
Capitalizing on the success of its shipboard
breweries, Carnival Cruise Line has partnered with
Lakeland, Florida based Brew Hub to become the
first cruise line to can and keg its own private label
beers crafted by its in-house brewery team aboard
Carnival Horizon and Carnival Vista. The
agreement - the first of its kind between a craft beer
manufacturer and a major cruise line was announced
Sunday, March 17, at an event aboard Carnival
Magic at PortMiami.

